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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0569012A1] The boot described with a foot part (2) and a boot shaft (3) has at least one longitudinal slot (5, 7) which is bridged by a
detachable bootlace connection (11, 12) of variable circumferential extent, and a further longitudinal slot (6) which is bridged by a detachable rapid
closure (16) and is characterised in that, in the bootlace connection which consists of lace length regions running in the longitudinal direction and
running crosswise, the parts running crosswise bear against the inside of the boot wall. The eyelet spacings decrease from the bottom to the top.
In the case of two longitudinal slots which in each case are bridged by a bootlace connection, the strip which is situated in between and which is
interrupted by the longitudinal slot with the rapid closure is a separate material strip (8) with a lower material layer (25) which projects into the lower
end of the longitudinal slots and which in each case projects as far as the region of the lowest shaft eyelet of the bootlace connection comprising the
eyelets (11) in the shaft and in the material strip and is there itself provided with an additional eyelet. <IMAGE>
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